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Frank Ryan

From: Lizette Strait [lstrait94@earthlink.net]
Sent: Sunday, March 05, 2006 9:09 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Welcome to TIGS

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I like to welcome Beth Hocking to the TIGS Mailing List.  She is researching her maternal 
grandmother Anna McCarthy. 

 
Lizette 

List Administrator 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Lizette Strait [lstrait94@earthlink.net]
Sent: Sunday, March 05, 2006 9:20 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Re: McCarthy's in Troy and Cohoes, NY?

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Dear Carol, 
 

I am not sure.  Beth said that her grandmother was a communicant of St.  
Mary's Church. 

 
Beth was your grandmother from Troy or Cohoes? 

 
Lizette 

 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Carol Tomaselli" <dechdi@msn.com> 

To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com> 
Sent: Sunday, March 05, 2006 9:15 PM 

 
 

> McCarthy's in Troy and Cohoes, NY 
> 

> 
> 

> Carol 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________ 

> Express yourself instantly with MSN Messenger! Download today - it's FREE!  
> http://messenger.msn.click-url.com/go/onm00200471ave/direct/01/ 

> 
>  

 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Sheilaploof1@aol.com
Sent: Sunday, March 05, 2006 9:44 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Mrs. Lee, 1920's, Troy ?

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

A question for the list: 
  

We have just received a few letters sent to the Philadelphia Naval Home concerning our great 
great uncle , THOMAS ROBERT ANDERSON, (Jan. 7,  1843-Jan. 25, 1928). One was from his half 

sister, MARY GEOGHEGAN. It's  difficult to read as it was photocopied at an awkward angle and 
is not  completely on the page...but it looks as though it says "at Mrs.  Lees"at the bottom 

of the page, and the address in the heading appears to read  "8 short King (or Ring) Street, 
Troy, N.Y." Does this sound like a street that  existed around 1925?  

  
We have found Mary twice in the City Directories, in Lansingburgh at  the Leonard Hospital, 
and  the Phoenix Hotel, where she worked. We're  fairly sure that we "have her" in the 1900 

census working for a private family  at the Watervliet Arsenal. So aside from those listings 
and her obituary, the  1925 address would be a hit for us and maybe lead to more discoveries. 

We won't  be able to check out the directories for a few more weeks, so just thought I'd  ask 
in the meantime. Though the writing was difficult to read, it was exciting to read something 

in her own  hand.   
(She's one we have no picture of .) 

  
Thanks, and the recent flurry of postings was fun to read. 

Sheila 
  
  

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: NJFHorn@aol.com
Sent: Sunday, March 05, 2006 11:02 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Mrs. Lee, 1920's, Troy ?

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

You have just rung a number of bells in my head - I am related to the Lees of Lansingburgh 
and I have recently been researching them. My father (b.   

30May1913) was born in Leonard Hospital and was given the name Robert Eugene LEE Jordan after 
the Lee family. Our Lee name came from William Henry Lee (b.   

20Nov1873 in England). Our home is full of paintings by Caroline (Carrie) Lee,  b.  
1884. I will retain your message as I continue researching the Lee family. By  the way, 

Carrie Lee was a first cousin of my grandmother, Mabel Campbell Jordan  (b. 1885, 
Lansingburgh). 

Nancy 
 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Utahn1@aol.com
Sent: Sunday, March 05, 2006 11:03 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Web Site Problems

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I tried emailing the webmaster _jkeefe@nycap.rr.com_ 
(mailto:jkeefe@nycap.rr.com)  many months ago  but did not get a response. The following 

problems are found on the TIGS web  site: 
  

1. The surname Meehan is linked to _Utahn1@aol.com_ (mailto:Utahn1@aol.com) This is me and I 
have no  knowledge of this surname. This was originally why I tried to write the  webmaster 

as someone wrote to me looking for info on the name Meehan. I have now  also found the 
following additional site problems: 

  
2. In the A-L section, I get "Page Cannot Be Found" for Carr, Holmes and Hogan (2); the 
surname Cushing does not link to anything; and my computer freezes when I try to access Dwyer 

(1) and/or Hogan (1). 
  

3. In the M-Z section, I get "Page Cannot Be Found" for Powers (1); and my computer freezes 
when I try to access McCormick, O'Connor (1) and/or  Reardon. 

  
Ruth Cherecwich 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: PampChefPam [pampchefpam@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, March 06, 2006 7:51 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Web Site Problems

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

It's been a while since I've been active with my genealogy but did catch this e-mail this 
morning.  As per Ruth's comments: 

    
  1.  Meehan ~ this is a name that should be linked with Marialice Mangan (Mangan surname) 

    
  2. & 3.  Hogan (2) and Powers (1) ~ should be linked to me at:  

http://familytreemaker.genealogy.com/users/t/r/u/Pj-Trudeau-NC/index.html#edit  (my Clancy(1) 
surname is linked correctly to this site) 

   
  
  Thank you so much Ruth for pointing out these problems.  I have cc the website designer so 

hopefully these problems will be corrected soon. 
    

  Pam Trudeau 
  Researching Clancy, Heim, Hogan, McGreevy, Powers, Rinn, Trudeau 

    
    

   
Utahn1@aol.com wrote: 

  I tried emailing the webmaster _jkeefe@nycap.rr.com_ 
(mailto:jkeefe@nycap.rr.com) many months ago but did not get a response. The following 
problems are found on the TIGS web site: 

 
1. The surname Meehan is linked to _Utahn1@aol.com_ (mailto:Utahn1@aol.com) This is me and I 

have no knowledge of this surname. This was originally why I tried to write the webmaster as 
someone wrote to me looking for info on the name Meehan. I have now also found the following 

additional site problems: 
 

2. In the A-L section, I get "Page Cannot Be Found" for Carr, Holmes and Hogan (2); the 
surname Cushing does not link to anything; and my computer freezes when I try to access Dwyer 

(1) and/or Hogan (1). 
 
3. In the M-Z section, I get "Page Cannot Be Found" for Powers (1); and my computer freezes 

when I try to access McCormick, O'Connor (1) and/or Reardon. 
 

Ruth Cherecwich 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Yahoo! Mail 

Bring photos to life! New PhotoMail  makes sharing a breeze.  
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Frank Ryan

From: Beth Hocking [bhocking@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 06, 2006 7:40 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Re: McCarthy's in Troy and Cohoes, NY?

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Lizette, 
 

My grandmother was from South Troy on Hill Street. 
 

Beth 
 

 
On 3/5/06, Lizette Strait <lstrait94@earthlink.net> wrote: 

> 
> Dear Carol, 
> 

> I am not sure.  Beth said that her grandmother was a communicant of St. 
> Mary's Church. 

> 
> Beth was your grandmother from Troy or Cohoes? 

> 
> Lizette 

> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 

> From: "Carol Tomaselli" <dechdi@msn.com> 
> To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com> 
> Sent: Sunday, March 05, 2006 9:15 PM 

> 
> 

> > McCarthy's in Troy and Cohoes, NY 
> > 

> > 
> > 

> > Carol 
> > 

> > _________________________________________________________________ 
> > Express yourself instantly with MSN Messenger! Download today - it's 
> FREE! 

> > http://messenger.msn.click-url.com/go/onm00200471ave/direct/01/ 
> > 

> > 
> 

> 
> 

> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
> Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

> 
> 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Sheilaploof1@aol.com
Sent: Monday, March 06, 2006 9:34 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] RE:MRS. LEE, 1920's, TROY

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Nancy, 
  

Love hearing those bells ringing!!  Stirs some nice memories, if  nothing else.   
  

I just received a fat envelope of information today which included the address, 
"88 Short King St ". Now will have to be patient for a couple of weeks  till I can get to the 

Troy Library to spend some quality time with the City Directories, etc.  
  

Thank you for responding. I'll keep your email for future  reference. 
  
Sheila  

  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

----------------------------- 
3/5/2006-NJFHorn wrote: 

  
You have just rung a number of bells in my head - I am related to the  Lees of Lansingburgh 

and I have recently been researching them. My  father (b.   
30May1913) was born in Leonard Hospital and was given the  name Robert Eugene LEE Jordan 

after the Lee family. Our Lee name came  from William Henry Lee (b.   
20Nov1873 in England). Our home is full of  paintings by Caroline (Carrie) Lee,  b.  
1884. I will retain your  message as I continue researching the Lee family.  

By 
the way, Carrie Lee was  a first cousin of my grandmother, Mabel Campbell Jordan  (b. 1885,  

Lansingburgh). 
Nancy 

 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Stephanie Kinney-Dewey [phnurse@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006 4:23 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I am afraid I won't be able to make it to the talk in June.  My baby ,all 6ft 3in of him 
,announced that he is leaving for the Marines on April 3.   

His graduation from basics will be the 30th of June. 
I may loose my mind before then but if I haven't gone totally over the deep end I will be in 

NC at the end of June. 
I still plan to come to Troy over the summer.  I will need all the distraction I can 

get!!!!!!!! 
Now to instigate some more Chatter.  Are there any military parents out there??????? 

 
 
>From: eileenwerth@gmail.com 

>Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

>Subject: Re: [TIGS] OFFENSIVE 
>Date: Tue, 28 Feb 2006 17:39:01 -0500 

> 
>I hate stereotypes but have to admit I rather enjoyed the story!  I  

>guess it falls under the category of --- Sometimes it's better to laugh  
>at yourself first before someone else gets the chance. 

> 
>As for "stereotype" stories....I am of 100% Irish descent...the most  
>recent ancestor emigrated in 1880.  As a child, I looked 100000%  

>Irish...red hair, freckles...now that I am 46 my red hair has faded but  
>my skin is very Irish. 

> 
>Stories --- A kid in the neighborhood told me that she couldn't allow  

>me in her house because her mother would never allow...a "freckle-faced  
>strawberry" .....well.....I really didn't want to play with her anyway! 

> 
>As a college student I spent a summer on a student work program...we  

>had to find our own jobs and I worked in McDonalds in Dublin.  A  
>customer ordered and I replied with an answer...after hearing my voice  
>(somewhat Philly) she was somewhat shocked and said....you're a Yank??   

>You look more Irish than the Irish.....it was true.  I thought that  
>Ireland was full or redheads..but while there are many more than one  

>usually sees... they are still in the minority. 
> 

>A third story..... my dermatologist looked at my back and said...your  
>skin is one of the most damaged I've seen (because of the  

>freckling).....  I bit my tongue but wanted to say...."but..my mother  
>always told me they "Angel kisses"... 

> 
>So enough stories for me....I'm in the story type of mood as I'm  
>currently reading Frank McCourt's "Teacher Man"....I love his  

>dedication.....to the next generation..... 
> 

>"Sing your song, dance your dance, and tell your tale"* *Frank McCourt  
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>-- Teacher Man 
> 

>Have a good evening all! 
> 

>-Eileen 
> 

> 
> 

> 
>On 2/28/06, Ro765@aol.com <Ro765@aol.com> wrote: 

> > 
> > In a message dated 2/28/2006 3:09:43 PM Eastern Standard Time,  
> > phnurse@hotmail.com writes: 

> > 
> > > malarky 

> > 
> > My dictionary says:    malarkey     exaggerated or meaningless talk; 

> > nonsense. ( Origin unknown)   I think it came from Ireland so there  
>could 

> > be a 
> > connection, somehow!! 

> > 
> > Bob 
> > 

> > 
> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  

> > Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
> > 

> > 
> 

> 
>-- 

>Eileen Callahan Werth 
> 
> 

>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
>Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

> 
 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Bradford Miter [BradMiter@earthlink.net]
Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006 5:09 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: RE: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Hi Stephanie, 
 

I'm not a military parent but I was a military child and went into the army as a draftee in 
1956 for two years.  I was recently told by my sister that my mom really cried after I got on 

the plane to head for basic training -- and mom had gone through 3 1/2 years of separation 
from my dad during World War II.  I was not even faced with being sent into combat at the 

time although I did serve in Germany in close opposition the Russian Army.   
 

So, you are fully justified in your 'momishness' and our prayers are with you and your 6ft 
3in 'baby'.  I'm sure he will do just fine. 
 

Brad Miter   
 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Stephanie Kinney-Dewey [mailto:phnurse@hotmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006 4:23 PM 
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

Subject: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter 
 

 
I am afraid I won't be able to make it to the talk in June.  My baby ,all  
6ft 3in of him ,announced that he is leaving for the Marines on April 3.   

His graduation from basics will be the 30th of June. 
I may loose my mind before then but if I haven't gone totally over the deep  

end I will be in NC at the end of June. 
I still plan to come to Troy over the summer.  I will need all the  

distraction I can get!!!!!!!! 
Now to instigate some more Chatter.  Are there any military parents out  

there??????? 
 

 
>From: eileenwerth@gmail.com 
>Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>Subject: Re: [TIGS] OFFENSIVE 

>Date: Tue, 28 Feb 2006 17:39:01 -0500 
> 

>I hate stereotypes but have to admit I rather enjoyed the story!  I guess  
>it 

>falls under the category of --- Sometimes it's better to laugh at yourself 
>first before someone else gets the chance. 

> 
>As for "stereotype" stories....I am of 100% Irish descent...the most recent 
>ancestor emigrated in 1880.  As a child, I looked 100000% Irish...red hair, 

>freckles...now that I am 46 my red hair has faded but my skin is very  
>Irish. 

> 
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>Stories --- A kid in the neighborhood told me that she couldn't allow me in 
>her house because her mother would never allow...a "freckle-faced 

>strawberry" .....well.....I really didn't want to play with her anyway! 
> 

>As a college student I spent a summer on a student work program...we had to 
>find our own jobs and I worked in McDonalds in Dublin.  A customer ordered 

>and I replied with an answer...after hearing my voice (somewhat Philly) she 
>was somewhat shocked and said....you're a Yank??  You look more Irish than 

>the Irish.....it was true.  I thought that Ireland was full or  
>redheads..but 

>while there are many more than one usually sees... they are still in the 
>minority. 
> 

>A third story..... my dermatologist looked at my back and said...your skin 
>is one of the most damaged I've seen (because of the freckling).....  I bit 

>my tongue but wanted to say...."but..my mother always told me they "Angel 
>kisses"... 

> 
>So enough stories for me....I'm in the story type of mood as I'm currently 

>reading Frank McCourt's "Teacher Man"....I love his dedication.....to the 
>next generation..... 

> 
>"Sing your song, dance your dance, and tell your tale"* 
>*Frank McCourt -- Teacher Man 

> 
>Have a good evening all! 

> 
>-Eileen 

> 
> 

> 
> 

>On 2/28/06, Ro765@aol.com <Ro765@aol.com> wrote: 
> > 
> > In a message dated 2/28/2006 3:09:43 PM Eastern Standard Time, 

> > phnurse@hotmail.com writes: 
> > 

> > > malarky 
> > 

> > My dictionary says:    malarkey     exaggerated or meaningless talk; 
> > nonsense. ( Origin unknown)   I think it came from Ireland so there  

>could 
> > be a 

> > connection, somehow!! 
> > 
> > Bob 

> > 
> > 

> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
> > Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

> > http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
> > 

> > 
> 
> 

>-- 
>Eileen Callahan Werth 
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> 
> 

>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
> 

 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Stephanie Kinney-Dewey [phnurse@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 08, 2006 9:41 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: RE: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Like your Mom I know I have to put on a brave face in front of him.  Also like her I am not 
going to be in such good shape when he goes.  Ought be good for some weight loss anyway. 

  At least he is going by choice.........and results of a very good recruiter. 
I have tried to teach my children that their priorties in life are God Family and Country.  

Though I am sure that uncle sam would say that my last two are revresed. 
My young man has this incredible IQ but no direction, little ability to focus or follow 

thorugh.  HIs attention span very short.  He has been  
diagnosed (by appropriate routes) with ADHD.   I am aware that this is  

extremely under and over diagnosed.  You really don't want me to get started on my soap box 
professionally or personally about the inappropriatemess of methods of diagnoses or etc. 
I have spent years educating educators and primary care physicians about TURE add/adhd. OK 

enough of that.............  I feel certain that he was advised that this must be hidden 
before enlistment.  As a Mom and medical professional the only thing I could do and felt I 

should do is make sure his physician makes sure that this is in the records obtained by the 
military. 

We will now learn how well their training will affect one who is geared this way.  Should be 
interesting on a professional level.  AS a Mom I am a bit  

worried.   Especially with the feild he has chosen.   I do have a feeling  
that they will determine WHAT he is best suited for and that is what he will do.  Aside from 

being scared I know that he will benefit .  I have raised a boy they will raise a man.  At 
least that is my prayer.  That and that he will be safe. 
Thank you for your support and prayers.  And thank you for serving our country. 

stephanie 
 

 
>From: "Bradford Miter" <BradMiter@earthlink.net> 

>Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

>Subject: RE: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter 
>Date: Tue, 7 Mar 2006 17:08:55 -0500 

> 
>Hi Stephanie, 
> 

>I'm not a military parent but I was a military child and went into the  
>army as a draftee in 1956 for two years.  I was recently told by my  

>sister that my mom really cried after I got on the plane to head for  
>basic training -- and mom had gone through 3 1/2 years of separation  

>from my dad during World War II.  I was not even faced with being sent  
>into combat at the time although I did serve in Germany in close opposition the Russian 

Army. 
> 

>So, you are fully justified in your 'momishness' and our prayers are  
>with you and your 6ft 3in 'baby'.  I'm sure he will do just fine. 
> 

>Brad Miter 
> 

>-----Original Message----- 
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>From: Stephanie Kinney-Dewey [mailto:phnurse@hotmail.com] 
>Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006 4:23 PM 

>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>Subject: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter 

> 
> 

>I am afraid I won't be able to make it to the talk in June.  My baby  
>,all 6ft 3in of him ,announced that he is leaving for the Marines on April 3. 

>His graduation from basics will be the 30th of June. 
>I may loose my mind before then but if I haven't gone totally over the  

>deep end I will be in NC at the end of June. 
>I still plan to come to Troy over the summer.  I will need all the  
>distraction I can get!!!!!!!! 

>Now to instigate some more Chatter.  Are there any military parents out  
>there??????? 

> 
> 

> >From: eileenwerth@gmail.com 
> >Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

> >To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
> >Subject: Re: [TIGS] OFFENSIVE 

> >Date: Tue, 28 Feb 2006 17:39:01 -0500 
> > 
> >I hate stereotypes but have to admit I rather enjoyed the story!  I  

> >guess it falls under the category of --- Sometimes it's better to  
> >laugh at 

>yourself 
> >first before someone else gets the chance. 

> > 
> >As for "stereotype" stories....I am of 100% Irish descent...the most 

>recent 
> >ancestor emigrated in 1880.  As a child, I looked 100000% Irish...red 

>hair, 
> >freckles...now that I am 46 my red hair has faded but my skin is very  
> >Irish. 

> > 
> >Stories --- A kid in the neighborhood told me that she couldn't allow  

> >me 
>in 

> >her house because her mother would never allow...a "freckle-faced  
> >strawberry" .....well.....I really didn't want to play with her anyway! 

> > 
> >As a college student I spent a summer on a student work program...we  

> >had 
>to 
> >find our own jobs and I worked in McDonalds in Dublin.  A customer 

>ordered 
> >and I replied with an answer...after hearing my voice (somewhat  

> >Philly) 
>she 

> >was somewhat shocked and said....you're a Yank??  You look more Irish 
>than 

> >the Irish.....it was true.  I thought that Ireland was full or  
> >redheads..but while there are many more than one usually sees... they  
> >are still in the minority. 

> > 
> >A third story..... my dermatologist looked at my back and said...your 
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>skin 
> >is one of the most damaged I've seen (because of the freckling).....   

> >I 
>bit 

> >my tongue but wanted to say...."but..my mother always told me they  
> >"Angel kisses"... 

> > 
> >So enough stories for me....I'm in the story type of mood as I'm 

>currently 
> >reading Frank McCourt's "Teacher Man"....I love his dedication.....to  

> >the next generation..... 
> > 
> >"Sing your song, dance your dance, and tell your tale"* *Frank  

> >McCourt -- Teacher Man 
> > 

> >Have a good evening all! 
> > 

> >-Eileen 
> > 

> > 
> > 

> > 
> >On 2/28/06, Ro765@aol.com <Ro765@aol.com> wrote: 
> > > 

> > > In a message dated 2/28/2006 3:09:43 PM Eastern Standard Time,  
> > > phnurse@hotmail.com writes: 

> > > 
> > > > malarky 

> > > 
> > > My dictionary says:    malarkey     exaggerated or meaningless talk; 

> > > nonsense. ( Origin unknown)   I think it came from Ireland so there 
> >could 

> > > be a 
> > > connection, somehow!! 
> > > 

> > > Bob 
> > > 

> > > 
> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  

> > > Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
> > > 

> > > 
> > 

> > 
> >-- 
> >Eileen Callahan Werth 

> > 
> > 

> >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
> >Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

> > 
> 

> 
> 
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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> 
> 

> 
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

> 
 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Teresa Lewandusky [tlewandu@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 08, 2006 10:48 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Stephanie, 
 

I'm not a military parent, but a military grandparent.  My grandson, Gregg, is also a Marine 
so I understand how you feel and what you are going through.  Gregg served eight months in 

Afghanistan last year and will be deployed to Iraq later this month.  While he was in 
Afghanistan, he was frequently in areas where he had access to computers and it was important 

to email him to let him know how much he is loved and how proud we are of him. 
 

Gregg joined the Marines four months after graduating from high school.  He was very young 
and unmotivated at that time; he is now a man who has direction and maturity.  I found that, 
in addition to sharing my love with him, the only other thing I can do is PRAY!!!  I will add 

your son to my prayers. 
 

Teresa 
 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Stephanie Kinney-Dewey" <phnurse@hotmail.com> 

To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006 4:22 PM 

Subject: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter 
 
 

>I am afraid I won't be able to make it to the talk in June.  My baby ,all  
>6ft 3in of him ,announced that he is leaving for the Marines on April 3.  

>His graduation from basics will be the 30th of June. 
> I may loose my mind before then but if I haven't gone totally over the  

> deep end I will be in NC at the end of June. 
> I still plan to come to Troy over the summer.  I will need all the  

> distraction I can get!!!!!!!! 
> Now to instigate some more Chatter.  Are there any military parents out  

> there??????? 
> 
> 

>>From: eileenwerth@gmail.com 
>>Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

>>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>>Subject: Re: [TIGS] OFFENSIVE 

>>Date: Tue, 28 Feb 2006 17:39:01 -0500 
>> 

>>I hate stereotypes but have to admit I rather enjoyed the story!  I guess  
>>it 

>>falls under the category of --- Sometimes it's better to laugh at yourself 
>>first before someone else gets the chance. 
>> 

>>As for "stereotype" stories....I am of 100% Irish descent...the most  
>>recent 

>>ancestor emigrated in 1880.  As a child, I looked 100000% Irish...red  
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>>hair, 
>>freckles...now that I am 46 my red hair has faded but my skin is very  

>>Irish. 
>> 

>>Stories --- A kid in the neighborhood told me that she couldn't allow me  
>>in 

>>her house because her mother would never allow...a "freckle-faced 
>>strawberry" .....well.....I really didn't want to play with her anyway! 

>> 
>>As a college student I spent a summer on a student work program...we had  

>>to 
>>find our own jobs and I worked in McDonalds in Dublin.  A customer ordered 
>>and I replied with an answer...after hearing my voice (somewhat Philly)  

>>she 
>>was somewhat shocked and said....you're a Yank??  You look more Irish than 

>>the Irish.....it was true.  I thought that Ireland was full or  
>>redheads..but 

>>while there are many more than one usually sees... they are still in the 
>>minority. 

>> 
>>A third story..... my dermatologist looked at my back and said...your skin 

>>is one of the most damaged I've seen (because of the freckling).....  I  
>>bit 
>>my tongue but wanted to say...."but..my mother always told me they "Angel 

>>kisses"... 
>> 

>>So enough stories for me....I'm in the story type of mood as I'm currently 
>>reading Frank McCourt's "Teacher Man"....I love his dedication.....to the 

>>next generation..... 
>> 

>>"Sing your song, dance your dance, and tell your tale"* 
>>*Frank McCourt -- Teacher Man 

>> 
>>Have a good evening all! 
>> 

>>-Eileen 
>> 

>> 
>> 

>> 
>>On 2/28/06, Ro765@aol.com <Ro765@aol.com> wrote: 

>> > 
>> > In a message dated 2/28/2006 3:09:43 PM Eastern Standard Time, 

>> > phnurse@hotmail.com writes: 
>> > 
>> > > malarky 

>> > 
>> > My dictionary says:    malarkey     exaggerated or meaningless talk; 

>> > nonsense. ( Origin unknown)   I think it came from Ireland so there 
>>could 

>> > be a 
>> > connection, somehow!! 

>> > 
>> > Bob 
>> > 

>> > 
>> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
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>> > Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
>> > http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

>> > 
>> > 

>> 
>> 

>>-- 
>>Eileen Callahan Werth 

>> 
>> 

>>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
>>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
>>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

>> 
> 

> 
> 

> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

>  
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Tim Hooley [THOOLEY@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 08, 2006 11:22 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Teresa, It is very encouraging to read about your grandson and Stephanie's son. You both 
should be very proud. It is an honor to be able to share e-mails with you.I pray for for our 

troops often and will think of these two in my future prayers. Tim Hooley----- Original 
Message ----- 

From: "Teresa Lewandusky" <tlewandu@nycap.rr.com> 
To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 08, 2006 10:47 AM 
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter 

 
 
> Stephanie, 

> 
> I'm not a military parent, but a military grandparent.  My grandson,  

> Gregg, is also a Marine so I understand how you feel and what you are  
> going through.  Gregg served eight months in Afghanistan last year and  

> will be deployed to Iraq later this month.  While he was in  
> Afghanistan, he was frequently in areas where he had access to  

> computers and it was important to email him to let him know how much  
> he is loved and how proud we are of him. 

> 
> Gregg joined the Marines four months after graduating from high school.  
> He was very young and unmotivated at that time; he is now a man who  

> has direction and maturity.  I found that, in addition to sharing my  
> love with him, the only other thing I can do is PRAY!!!  I will add  

> your son to my prayers. 
> 

> Teresa 
> 

> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: "Stephanie Kinney-Dewey" <phnurse@hotmail.com> 

> To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com> 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006 4:22 PM 
> Subject: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter 

> 
> 

>>I am afraid I won't be able to make it to the talk in June.  My baby  
>>,all 6ft 3in of him ,announced that he is leaving for the Marines on April 3. 

>>His graduation from basics will be the 30th of June. 
>> I may loose my mind before then but if I haven't gone totally over  

>>the  deep end I will be in NC at the end of June. 
>> I still plan to come to Troy over the summer.  I will need all the   

>>distraction I can get!!!!!!!! 
>> Now to instigate some more Chatter.  Are there any military parents  
>>out  there??????? 

>> 
>> 

>>>From: eileenwerth@gmail.com 
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>>>Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>>>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

>>>Subject: Re: [TIGS] OFFENSIVE 
>>>Date: Tue, 28 Feb 2006 17:39:01 -0500 

>>> 
>>>I hate stereotypes but have to admit I rather enjoyed the story!  I  

>>>guess it falls under the category of --- Sometimes it's better to  
>>>laugh at yourself first before someone else gets the chance. 

>>> 
>>>As for "stereotype" stories....I am of 100% Irish descent...the most  

>>>recent ancestor emigrated in 1880.  As a child, I looked 100000%  
>>>Irish...red hair, freckles...now that I am 46 my red hair has faded  
>>>but my skin is very Irish. 

>>> 
>>>Stories --- A kid in the neighborhood told me that she couldn't allow  

>>>me in her house because her mother would never allow...a  
>>>"freckle-faced strawberry" .....well.....I really didn't want to play  

>>>with her anyway! 
>>> 

>>>As a college student I spent a summer on a student work program...we  
>>>had to find our own jobs and I worked in McDonalds in Dublin.  A  

>>>customer ordered and I replied with an answer...after hearing my  
>>>voice (somewhat Philly) she was somewhat shocked and said....you're a  
>>>Yank??  You look more Irish than the Irish.....it was true.  I  

>>>thought that Ireland was full or redheads..but while there are many  
>>>more than one usually sees... they are still in the minority. 

>>> 
>>>A third story..... my dermatologist looked at my back and said...your  

>>>skin is one of the most damaged I've seen (because of the  
>>>freckling).....  I bit my tongue but wanted to say...."but..my mother  

>>>always told me they "Angel kisses"... 
>>> 

>>>So enough stories for me....I'm in the story type of mood as I'm  
>>>currently reading Frank McCourt's "Teacher Man"....I love his  
>>>dedication.....to the next generation..... 

>>> 
>>>"Sing your song, dance your dance, and tell your tale"* *Frank  

>>>McCourt -- Teacher Man 
>>> 

>>>Have a good evening all! 
>>> 

>>>-Eileen 
>>> 

>>> 
>>> 
>>> 

>>>On 2/28/06, Ro765@aol.com <Ro765@aol.com> wrote: 
>>> > 

>>> > In a message dated 2/28/2006 3:09:43 PM Eastern Standard Time,  
>>> > phnurse@hotmail.com writes: 

>>> > 
>>> > > malarky 

>>> > 
>>> > My dictionary says:    malarkey     exaggerated or meaningless talk; 
>>> > nonsense. ( Origin unknown)   I think it came from Ireland so there 

>>>could 
>>> > be a 
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>>> > connection, somehow!! 
>>> > 

>>> > Bob 
>>> > 

>>> > 
>>> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  

>>> > Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
>>> > 

>>> > 
>>> 

>>> 
>>>-- 
>>>Eileen Callahan Werth 

>>> 
>>> 

>>>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
>>>Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

>>> 
>> 

>> 
>> 

>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
>> Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
>> 

> 
> 

> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
> Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Lois [lantana@npgcable.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 08, 2006 11:55 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Tim Hooley wrote: 
 

> Teresa, It is very encouraging to read about your grandson and  
> Stephanie's son. You both should be very proud. It is an honor to be  

> able to share e-mails with you.I pray for for our troops often and  
> will think of these two in my future prayers. Tim Hooley----- Original  

> Message ----- From: "Teresa Lewandusky" <tlewandu@nycap.rr.com> 
> To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com> 

> Sent: Wednesday, March 08, 2006 10:47 AM 
> Subject: Re: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter 
> 

> 
>> Stephanie, 

>> 
>> I'm not a military parent, but a military grandparent.  My grandson,  

>> Gregg, is also a Marine so I understand how you feel and what you are  
>> going through.  Gregg served eight months in Afghanistan last year  

>> and will be deployed to Iraq later this month.  While he was in  
>> Afghanistan, he was frequently in areas where he had access to  

>> computers and it was important to email him to let him know how much  
>> he is loved and how proud we are of him. 
>> 

>> Gregg joined the Marines four months after graduating from high  
>> school. He was very young and unmotivated at that time; he is now a  

>> man who has direction and maturity.  I found that, in addition to  
>> sharing my love with him, the only other thing I can do is PRAY!!!  I  

>> will add your son to my prayers. 
>> 

>> Teresa 
>> 

>> ----- Original Message ----- From: "Stephanie Kinney-Dewey"  
>> <phnurse@hotmail.com> 
>> To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com> 

>> Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006 4:22 PM 
>> Subject: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter 

>> 
>> 

>>> I am afraid I won't be able to make it to the talk in June.  My baby  
>>> ,all 6ft 3in of him ,announced that he is leaving for the Marines on  

>>> April 3. His graduation from basics will be the 30th of June. 
>>> I may loose my mind before then but if I haven't gone totally over  

>>> the deep end I will be in NC at the end of June. 
>>> I still plan to come to Troy over the summer.  I will need all the  
>>> distraction I can get!!!!!!!! 

>>> Now to instigate some more Chatter.  Are there any military parents  
>>> out there??????? 

>>> 
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>>> 
>>>> From: eileenwerth@gmail.com 

>>>> Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>>>> To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

>>>> Subject: Re: [TIGS] OFFENSIVE 
>>>> Date: Tue, 28 Feb 2006 17:39:01 -0500 

>>>> 
>>>> I hate stereotypes but have to admit I rather enjoyed the story!  I  

>>>> guess it falls under the category of --- Sometimes it's better to  
>>>> laugh at yourself first before someone else gets the chance. 

>>>> 
>>>> As for "stereotype" stories....I am of 100% Irish descent...the  
>>>> most recent ancestor emigrated in 1880.  As a child, I looked  

>>>> 100000% Irish...red hair, freckles...now that I am 46 my red hair  
>>>> has faded but my skin is very Irish. 

>>>> 
>>>> Stories --- A kid in the neighborhood told me that she couldn't  

>>>> allow me in her house because her mother would never allow...a  
>>>> "freckle-faced strawberry" .....well.....I really didn't want to  

>>>> play with her anyway! 
>>>> 

>>>> As a college student I spent a summer on a student work  
>>>> program...we had to find our own jobs and I worked in McDonalds in  
>>>> Dublin.  A customer ordered and I replied with an answer...after  

>>>> hearing my voice (somewhat 
>>>> Philly) she 

>>>> was somewhat shocked and said....you're a Yank??  You look more  
>>>> Irish than the Irish.....it was true.  I thought that Ireland was  

>>>> full or redheads..but while there are many more than one usually  
>>>> sees... they are still in the minority. 

>>>> 
>>>> A third story..... my dermatologist looked at my back and  

>>>> said...your skin is one of the most damaged I've seen (because of  
>>>> the freckling).....  I bit my tongue but wanted to say...."but..my  
>>>> mother always told me they "Angel kisses"... 

>>>> 
>>>> So enough stories for me....I'm in the story type of mood as I'm  

>>>> currently reading Frank McCourt's "Teacher Man"....I love his  
>>>> dedication.....to the next generation..... 

>>>> 
>>>> "Sing your song, dance your dance, and tell your tale"* *Frank  

>>>> McCourt -- Teacher Man 
>>>> 

>>>> Have a good evening all! 
>>>> 
>>>> -Eileen 

>>>> 
>>>> 

>>>> 
>>>> 

>>>> On 2/28/06, Ro765@aol.com <Ro765@aol.com> wrote: 
>>>> > 

>>>> > In a message dated 2/28/2006 3:09:43 PM Eastern Standard Time,  
>>>> > phnurse@hotmail.com writes: 
>>>> > 

>>>> > > malarky 
>>>> > 
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>>>> > My dictionary says:    malarkey     exaggerated or meaningless talk; 
>>>> > nonsense. ( Origin unknown)   I think it came from Ireland so there 

>>>> could 
>>>> > be a 

>>>> > connection, somehow!! 
>>>> > 

>>>> > Bob 
>>>> > 

>>>> > 
>>>> > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  

>>>> > Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
>>>> > 
>>>> > 

>>>> 
>>>> 

>>>> -- 
>>>> Eileen Callahan Werth 

>>>> 
>>>> 

>>>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
>>>> Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

>>>> 
>>> 
>>> 

>>> 
>>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

>>> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
>>> 

>> 
>> 

>> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
>> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/  

> 
> 
> 

> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

> 
> 

> 
 

We are not military parents or grandparents but we pray for our troops  
every day and we know many others that also say prayers for them.   It  

is sad we only hear about the casualties and not the great and honorable  
things our servicemen and women are doing in foreign countries like  
Afghanistan and Iraq.  I am really proud of these American soldiers who  

will leave their home and family to go anywhere in the world to help  
even when they are not appreciated.    We also have our armed forces in  

Pakistan, Phillipines, Korea, and Sri Lanka aiding victims of natural  
disasters. 

"It is not the teacher, writer, lawyer, statesman that gave you your  
freedom,  IT IS THE SOLDIER" 

Lois in AZ 
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==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Lori Taylor-Blitz [Loriblitz@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 08, 2006 3:15 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Stephanie, 
 

My Son left for boot camp 3 days after Christmas 2004.  It was extremely hard.  But wait till 
you see him at basic training graduation.  Your heart will swell with pride.  I am very proud 

of my Soldier Son.  I know you feel  
the same.    I got this link a week ago from another soldier parent.  Take a  

look at this site.  You will see so much of the Good things our Troops are doing.  
http://www.armychic256bde.com/index.html 

 
God Bless our Troops and Families. 
Lori  

 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Stephanie Kinney-Dewey [phnurse@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 08, 2006 4:19 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I will take a look and hope the rest of you do also. 
I am aware of the wonderful things our troops are doing.  If I have shrared this before 

please forgive me. 
My daughter's best freind aprox 5'-5'2" spent 15 months in Iraq camp Anaconda.  I have 

pictures of her tiny little self and the head to a Sadam  
statue. She drove supplies to the front lines.   I also have pictures of her  

with the school children.  She is a teacher so repairing the chidren's school providing 
electricity and plubming(which they did not have under the former leader) meant very much to 

her.  Fortunately we were able to email on a regular basis.  Our little rural town goes 
allout to support it's military.  The day she came home there were yellow ribbons and signs 
all over town.  This is so for all our kids. 

Ironically Amanda cut her yellow ribbon from my oak tree at my sons high school graduation 
party. 

Funny when I looked at his face I had a feeling that I may have a ribbon for him. 
My daughter is a red headed sideways tornado.  If we sent her to Iraq they'd straighten up OR 

ELSE. Heck we could put her in charge of the United Nations  
and she'd keep us all on the straight and narrow.   I sure don't mess with  

her!...................................... 
 

 
>From: "Lori Taylor-Blitz" <Loriblitz@sbcglobal.net> 
>Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>Subject: Re: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter 

>Date: Wed, 8 Mar 2006 15:14:56 -0500 
> 

>Stephanie, 
> 

>My Son left for boot camp 3 days after Christmas 2004.  It was  
>extremely hard.  But wait till you see him at basic training  

>graduation.  Your heart will swell with pride.  I am very proud of my Soldier Son.  I know 
you feel 
>the same.    I got this link a week ago from another soldier parent.  Take  

>a look at this site.  You will see so much of the Good things our  
>Troops are doing.  http://www.armychic256bde.com/index.html 

> 
>God Bless our Troops and Families. 

>Lori 
> 

> 
> 

>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
>Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
> 
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==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Stephanie Kinney-Dewey [phnurse@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 08, 2006 4:27 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Lori: 
Thank you so much for sharing this web site with me/all of us stephanie 

 
 

>From: "Lori Taylor-Blitz" <Loriblitz@sbcglobal.net> 
>Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>Subject: Re: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter 

>Date: Wed, 8 Mar 2006 15:14:56 -0500 
> 
>Stephanie, 

> 
>My Son left for boot camp 3 days after Christmas 2004.  It was  

>extremely hard.  But wait till you see him at basic training  
>graduation.  Your heart will swell with pride.  I am very proud of my Soldier Son.  I know 

you feel 
>the same.    I got this link a week ago from another soldier parent.  Take  

>a look at this site.  You will see so much of the Good things our  
>Troops are doing.  http://www.armychic256bde.com/index.html 

> 
>God Bless our Troops and Families. 
>Lori 

> 
> 

> 
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  

>Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
> 

 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Donna K. Vaughn [dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 09, 2006 6:38 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] MEETING NOTICE AND AGENDA REQUEST

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Hi everyone, 
If you have not yet checked the website, there is a meeting notice posted for next week.  We 

will have a "Potluck Dinner" & meeting at my home, in honor of St. Patrick's Day, on Thurs. 
March 16 @ 6:30 p.m. 

 
Please RSVP off list to me if you are planning to attend, so I get an idea on the number of 

people.  (Please note that whatever you bring to the potluck does not necessarily have to be 
an Irish dish.) 

 
Also:  Please post any agenda items to the list, or send directly to me, no later than Tues.  
Non-local list members are also invited to submit items; we welcome your input, too. 

 
Donna 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Stephanie Kinney-Dewey [phnurse@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 09, 2006 3:55 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: RE: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I went into the mess my son calls a room last night.  I intended to break my vow and clean it 
up. 

He will be moving things from his place at school before he leaves.  If I  
don't we'll never get it in his room.   Among all the mess on his floor I  

found a paper apple with a heading I AM SPECIAL on the top.  There were sentences to be 
completed.  One of which was When I grow up I want to be..... 

His answer was a military sniper.  At the bottom of the apple was his picture for that school 
year. 

He was the ripe old age of 11. 
I suddenly realized that among other things a parent wishes their child to reach for their 
dreams. 

I have hung this little apple and smiling 11 year old over my computer screen to remind me 
that my baby is reaching for his star. 

 
 

>From: "Bradford Miter" <BradMiter@earthlink.net> 
>Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>Subject: RE: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter 

>Date: Tue, 7 Mar 2006 17:08:55 -0500 
> 
>Hi Stephanie, 

> 
>I'm not a military parent but I was a military child and went into the  

>army as a draftee in 1956 for two years.  I was recently told by my  
>sister that my mom really cried after I got on the plane to head for  

>basic training -- and mom had gone through 3 1/2 years of separation  
>from my dad during World War II.  I was not even faced with being sent  

>into combat at the time although I did serve in Germany in close opposition the Russian 
Army. 

> 
>So, you are fully justified in your 'momishness' and our prayers are  
>with you and your 6ft 3in 'baby'.  I'm sure he will do just fine. 

> 
>Brad Miter 

> 
>-----Original Message----- 

>From: Stephanie Kinney-Dewey [mailto:phnurse@hotmail.com] 
>Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006 4:23 PM 

>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>Subject: [TIGS] Instigating more Chatter 

> 
> 
>I am afraid I won't be able to make it to the talk in June.  My baby  

>,all 6ft 3in of him ,announced that he is leaving for the Marines on April 3. 
>His graduation from basics will be the 30th of June. 

>I may loose my mind before then but if I haven't gone totally over the  
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>deep end I will be in NC at the end of June. 
>I still plan to come to Troy over the summer.  I will need all the  

>distraction I can get!!!!!!!! 
>Now to instigate some more Chatter.  Are there any military parents out  

>there??????? 
> 

> 
> >From: eileenwerth@gmail.com 

> >Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
> >To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

> >Subject: Re: [TIGS] OFFENSIVE 
> >Date: Tue, 28 Feb 2006 17:39:01 -0500 
> > 

> >I hate stereotypes but have to admit I rather enjoyed the story!  I  
> >guess it falls under the category of --- Sometimes it's better to  

> >laugh at 
>yourself 

> >first before someone else gets the chance. 
> > 

> >As for "stereotype" stories....I am of 100% Irish descent...the most 
>recent 

> >ancestor emigrated in 1880.  As a child, I looked 100000% Irish...red 
>hair, 
> >freckles...now that I am 46 my red hair has faded but my skin is very  

> >Irish. 
> > 

> >Stories --- A kid in the neighborhood told me that she couldn't allow  
> >me 

>in 
> >her house because her mother would never allow...a "freckle-faced  

> >strawberry" .....well.....I really didn't want to play with her anyway! 
> > 

> >As a college student I spent a summer on a student work program...we  
> >had 
>to 

> >find our own jobs and I worked in McDonalds in Dublin.  A customer 
>ordered 

> >and I replied with an answer...after hearing my voice (somewhat  
> >Philly) 

>she 
> >was somewhat shocked and said....you're a Yank??  You look more Irish 

>than 
> >the Irish.....it was true.  I thought that Ireland was full or  

> >redheads..but while there are many more than one usually sees... they  
> >are still in the minority. 
> > 

> >A third story..... my dermatologist looked at my back and said...your 
>skin 

> >is one of the most damaged I've seen (because of the freckling).....   
> >I 

>bit 
> >my tongue but wanted to say...."but..my mother always told me they  

> >"Angel kisses"... 
> > 
> >So enough stories for me....I'm in the story type of mood as I'm 

>currently 
> >reading Frank McCourt's "Teacher Man"....I love his dedication.....to  
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> >the next generation..... 
> > 

> >"Sing your song, dance your dance, and tell your tale"* *Frank  
> >McCourt -- Teacher Man 

> > 
> >Have a good evening all! 

> > 
> >-Eileen 

> > 
> > 

> > 
> > 
> >On 2/28/06, Ro765@aol.com <Ro765@aol.com> wrote: 

> > > 
> > > In a message dated 2/28/2006 3:09:43 PM Eastern Standard Time,  

> > > phnurse@hotmail.com writes: 
> > > 

> > > > malarky 
> > > 

> > > My dictionary says:    malarkey     exaggerated or meaningless talk; 
> > > nonsense. ( Origin unknown)   I think it came from Ireland so there 

> >could 
> > > be a 
> > > connection, somehow!! 

> > > 
> > > Bob 

> > > 
> > > 

> > > ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
> > > Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

> > > 
> > > 

> > 
> > 
> >-- 

> >Eileen Callahan Werth 
> > 

> > 
> >==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  

> >Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
> > 

> 
> 

> 
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
> 

> 
> 

>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
>Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

>http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
> 
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==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Lizette Strait [lstrait94@earthlink.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 09, 2006 5:43 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] From the TIGS List Administrator

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Hi Listers, 
 

This is a reminder that postings are to pertain to Irish genealogy.  Please remember that 
even though we all enjoy reading the side conversations, the list is for genealogy.   

 
I hope everyone has a good evening. 

 
Lizette 

List Administrator 
 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Donna K. Vaughn [dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 12, 2006 12:06 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] "Bat Shea" reading this afternoon

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Just a reminder that this is on for this afternoon at 4:30 at Revolution Hall (next to the 
Troy Brew Pub).  We talked about this on the list a couple of weeks ago.  Is anyone else 

going?  Lizette & I will be there. 
 

Donna 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Donna K. Vaughn [dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 12, 2006 12:15 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] "Bat Shea" reading this afternoon

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Lizette just called the Troy Pub and the reading starts at 5:00 pm.  Music & food will be 
both before & after. 

 
Donna 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Donna K. Vaughn" <dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com> 

To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com> 
Sent: Sunday, March 12, 2006 11:06 AM 

Subject: [TIGS] "Bat Shea" reading this afternoon 
 
 

> Just a reminder that this is on for this afternoon at 4:30 at Revolution  
> Hall (next to the Troy Brew Pub).  We talked about this on the list a  

> couple of weeks ago.  Is anyone else going?  Lizette & I will be there. 
> 

> Donna 
> 

> 
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
> http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/  
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Donna K. Vaughn [dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 14, 2006 6:24 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Local Meeting this Thursday

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Just a friendly reminder that our local meeting will be this Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at my 
home.  See the website for details, and if you need directions, please E-mail me off list.  

We are planning a pot luck dinner meeting, and it should be a lot of fun!  Also, if you are 
planning to come, please drop me an Email so I have a rough idea of how many are planning to 

attend. 
 

Agenda items are also most welcome.  Please post them to the list (or send directly to me ) 
today or tomorrow. 

 
Thanks! 
Donna 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Rebecca Rector [rbinfo@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 15, 2006 12:28 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] stillborn baby - Catholic question

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I have a few questions on how the Catholic Church deals with stillborn babies. 
 1.  Are stillborn babies usually named? 

 2.  Would they be baptized? 
 3.  If baptized, would the church allow a family member to see that information? I know 

someone who wants information on the stillborn child of her Aunt from the 1940's, Capital 
District. 

 
Thanks all - 

Rebecca Rector 
Troy 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Utahn1@aol.com
Sent: Wednesday, March 15, 2006 12:48 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] stillborn baby - Catholic question

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

  
I'm not sure on a real stillborn baby. But I have found in  many Catholic records when a 

child is born who dies immediately, often the  midwife will do an emergency baptism without 
godparents. This would be in the  case of a child born breathing. Once I found a child who 

had the emergency  baptism who was baptized by a priest with godparents several days later 
when the  child lived. 

  
In honor of St. Pat's Day, I send you all the following: 

_Irish Blessings _ (http://llerrah.com/irishblessing.htm) (St. Patrick's Day) 
_http://llerrah.com/irishblessing.htm_ (http://llerrah.com/irishblessing.htm)  
  

Ruth Cherecwich 
  

In a message dated 3/15/2006 9:30:58 AM Mountain Standard Time, rbinfo@nycap.rr.com writes: 
 

I have a  few questions on how the Catholic Church deals with  stillborn babies. 
1.  Are stillborn babies usually  named? 

2.  Would they be baptized? 
3.  If baptized, would the  church allow a family member to see that information? I know 

someone who  wants information on the stillborn child of her Aunt from the 1940's,  Capital 
District. 
 

Thanks all - 
Rebecca  Rector 

Troy 
 

 
 

 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Anne McLaughlin [anne.mc@sympatico.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, March 15, 2006 3:32 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: RE: [TIGS] stillborn baby - Catholic question

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Hello Rebecca, 
 

I am replying from Montreal as I think that the catholic medical and religious practices were 
probably similar. Like you I was curious about the outcome of a still born child and called 

the catholic hospital were we were all born in Montreal. My mother had 2 stillborn babies and 
I trained as a nurse (centuries ago) in a catholic hospital. The 1st baby was 3 months 

gestation, my parents did not see it, he was not named and we were told that the following 
may have happened: it was buried (often in a shroud in a small 

box) in a common plot owned by the hospital at the main city cemetery 
(catholic) without noting individual surnames - or it was claimed by the family and buried in 
the family plot (I have read such records from the cemetery). The 2nd still born child lived 

for 5 minutes, lying beside my mother he was christened Philippe by the nurse - we have never 
been able to track down his burial place - finding medical files for 1950's are next to 

impossible - hospitals have had to shred those early files due to lack of space. Working in a 
catholic hospital we were trained that if the still born child's mother agreed that a 

"private baptism" was carried out by a staff member - a family member could also carry out 
the blessing with water. Hope this helps, 

 
Anne 

 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Rebecca Rector [mailto:rbinfo@nycap.rr.com] 

Sent: 15 mars 2006 11:28 
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

Subject: [TIGS] stillborn baby - Catholic question 
 

I have a few questions on how the Catholic Church deals with stillborn babies. 
 1.  Are stillborn babies usually named? 

 2.  Would they be baptized? 
 3.  If baptized, would the church allow a family member to see that information? I know 

someone who wants information on the stillborn child of her Aunt from the 1940's, Capital 
District. 
 

Thanks all - 
Rebecca Rector 

Troy 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: StageMom6@aol.com
Sent: Wednesday, March 15, 2006 7:23 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] stillborn baby - Catholic question

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

A friend of mine gave birth to twins, one of whom lived and the other  died.   
I remember her telling me that her Mom advised her that the  stillborn twin had to be named - 

and that most Irish Catholics name stillborn  babies  " Mary." 
  

Helen Rowley 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Donna K. Vaughn [dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Friday, March 17, 2006 8:31 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Happy St. Patrick's Day, and a reminder!

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Top O' The Morning to you all!  And a lively group it was at the local TIGS meeting last 
evening!  Check the minutes on the website, once they are posted (in a few weeks' time). 

 
I just want to take a moment to thank all the TIGS officers for their efforts.  I would also 

like to gently remind the list members that all TIGS's members and officers are volunteers in 
their duties; many work full-time in the community, have family responsibilities, belong to 

other organizations, etc.  We appreciate your E-mails when something needs to be corrected.  
But if your request (such as a broken link on the website) is not immediately addressed, 

please rest assured that it will most definitely be attended to, as soon as it is humanly 
possible.  A follow-up reminder is welcome, but please first give us a few weeks' time to 
take care of it. 

 
And thanks to all the list members for their participation!  We have a great list, a 

fantastic website, and a strong and growing local organization.   
 

Donna 
(Current TIGS President) 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Donna K. Vaughn [dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Friday, March 17, 2006 8:41 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Membership Chairperson

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I am pleased to announce that Kris Cooney Ayotte has been appointed Membership Chairperson, 
in addition to her duties as Vice President of the local organization.  Kris has already done 

a fantastic job in recruiting and welcoming new members, and we currently have 44 local 
members (and I believe over 140 list members). 

 
Thank you, Kris, for graciously accepting this appointment, which was unanimously confirmed 

by the local members at the meeting last evening. 
 

Donna 
 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Stephanie Kinney-Dewey [phnurse@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, March 17, 2006 11:10 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: RE: [TIGS] stillborn baby - Catholic question

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I checked with our Vital Statistics Registrar.  She said that there was probably a 
stillbirth/fetal death certificate filed.  At least on the baby that lived for a few moments.  

There should also be a burial certificate filed.  She feels that this was also true in the 
40's and 50s.  She recommended that you check with the vital statistics( Where ever your 

county issues birth and death certificates) in the county in which the child was delivered 
and or burried. 

Of course these are US guidelines I do not know about Canada but I bet they are similar. 
When I worked in Labor and Delivery 12-15 weeks was the cut off from "miscarriage" to fetal 

death. A child that was breathing is neonatal death.   
I had the unfortunate experience of attending a few of these types of  
deliveries.    Only one of these couples requested/consented to clergy.  The  

others my aide and I quietly (unofficially)baptized.  Some families wanted to hold and see 
the baby.  We would bath and wrap them in a blanket covering any deformity so that they could 

hold them. A picture was taken if they didn't want to see the baby.  Often they would request 
it later. 

This was in the late 70's early 80's .  It was frowned upon by the older nurses who felt the 
baby should be swept away and all kept very (clinical)void of emotion. 

During that time period the babies had to be named.   In the past they often  
were listed infant son, infant daughter of .......................... 

Hope this helps 
stephanie 
 

 
 

>From: "Anne McLaughlin" <anne.mc@sympatico.ca> 
>Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>Subject: RE: [TIGS] stillborn baby - Catholic question 

>Date: Wed, 15 Mar 2006 14:32:02 -0500 
> 

>Hello Rebecca, 
> 
>I am replying from Montreal as I think that the catholic medical and  

>religious practices were probably similar. Like you I was curious about  
>the outcome of a still born child and called the catholic hospital were  

>we were all born in Montreal. My mother had 2 stillborn babies and I  
>trained as a nurse (centuries ago) in a catholic hospital. The 1st baby  

>was 3 months gestation, my parents did not see it, he was not named and  
>we were told that the following may have happened: it was buried (often  

>in a shroud in a small 
>box) in a common plot owned by the hospital at the main city cemetery 

>(catholic) without noting individual surnames - or it was claimed by  
>the family and buried in the family plot (I have read such records from  
>the cemetery). The 2nd still born child lived for 5 minutes, lying  

>beside my mother he was christened Philippe by the nurse - we have  
>never been able to track down his burial place - finding medical files  

>for 1950's are next to impossible - hospitals have had to shred those  
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>early files due to lack of space. Working in a catholic hospital we  
>were trained that if the still born child's mother agreed that a  

>"private baptism" was carried out by a staff member - a family member  
>could also carry out the blessing with water. Hope this helps, 

> 
>Anne 

> 
>-----Original Message----- 

>From: Rebecca Rector [mailto:rbinfo@nycap.rr.com] 
>Sent: 15 mars 2006 11:28 

>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>Subject: [TIGS] stillborn baby - Catholic question 
> 

>I have a few questions on how the Catholic Church deals with stillborn  
>babies. 

>  1.  Are stillborn babies usually named? 
>  2.  Would they be baptized? 

>  3.  If baptized, would the church allow a family member to see that  
>information? I know someone who wants information on the stillborn  

>child of her Aunt from the 1940's, Capital District. 
> 

>Thanks all - 
>Rebecca Rector 
>Troy 

> 
> 

>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
>Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

> 
> 

>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
>Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

> 
 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Lizette Strait [lstrait94@earthlink.net]
Sent: Friday, March 17, 2006 4:11 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Welcome to TIGS

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Happy St. Patrick's Day Listers, 
 

I like to welcome Shannon Driscoll to the TIGS mailing list.  She is researching the Driscoll 
Family. 

 
Lizette 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Donna K. Vaughn [dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Friday, March 17, 2006 4:59 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Welcome to TIGS

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Shannon is my third cousin! 
 

Donna 
----- Original Message -----  

From: "Lizette Strait" <lstrait94@earthlink.net> 
To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com> 

Sent: Friday, March 17, 2006 3:11 PM 
Subject: [TIGS] Welcome to TIGS 

 
 
> Happy St. Patrick's Day Listers, 

> 
> I like to welcome Shannon Driscoll to the TIGS mailing list.  She is  

> researching the Driscoll Family. 
> 

> Lizette 
> 

> 
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
> http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/  
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Mymoll8@aol.com
Sent: Friday, March 17, 2006 5:38 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] stillborn baby - Catholic question

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

My understanding that stillborn babies were named Mary and Joseph. Not sure where I heard 
that. 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: eileenwerth@gmail.com
Sent: Friday, March 17, 2006 7:50 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Happy St. Patrick's Day

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

**Happy St. Patrick's Day -- Thought I'd share 2 genealogy related poems. 
The first was written by my father when he visited Ireland for the first and only time in 

August 1979 -- he died in July 1980.  The second I wrote last year after a visit. 
 

Happy St. Patrick's Day -- Celebrate your wonderfully complicated and  colorful Irish 
heritage! 

** 
-Eileen 

 
** 
*A Departure once again* 

  by Francis Patrick Callahan - August 1979 
 

And now we are leaving 
to return some day soon 

by air we are going 
we'll be there by noon 

or maybe a little later... 
 

Is this our first parting 
from Erin's green shores? 
When our forebears were sailing, 

or....did we leave then with them 
so that this leaving 

is really a departure again? 
 

Departure once more 
>From Ireland's green shore 

America, my home, Ireland my home! 
I come as I go and I go as I come.. 

 
and so o're the earth as I wearily wander, and so o're the world as I tiredly plod, I wait 
for the call, the call from out Yonder, The call to my true home, the call from my God. 

 
 

*Searching* 
  by Eileen Callahan Werth - April 2006 

 
Wherever we go we look for some traces, 

in eyes, and in hearts and especially in faces, For the families that left long ago o're the 
sea, that make up our fine Irish Callahan tree. 

 
O'Donohue's Pub and O'Callaghan's Strand, The signs do appear all over the land. 
We look for a Flood, we look for a Murray, We look for McCloskey, a Shields and a Farley. 

 
The freckles are there and so are the smiles, We see them all over as we travel the miles, We 

visit the towns and the villages too, To our Irish-ness our souls remain true. 
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And soon we'll return to the US of A 

And a farewell to Ireland we reluctantly say But wherever we go and wherever we roam, In our 
sentimental souls, Ireland always is home. 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Regina King [rmcking2002@yahoo.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 18, 2006 10:19 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Happy St. Patrick's Day

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Eileen, 
    

  I love your Ireland poem.  It really says it all.  
    

   Daddy's is good too. 
    

  Your sister, 
    

  Regina Mary 
 
eileenwerth@gmail.com wrote: 

  **Happy St. Patrick's Day -- Thought I'd share 2 genealogy related poems. 
The first was written by my father when he visited Ireland for the first and only time in 

August 1979 -- he died in July 1980. The second I wrote last year after a visit. 
 

Happy St. Patrick's Day -- Celebrate your wonderfully complicated and colorful Irish 
heritage! 

** 
-Eileen 

 
** 
*A Departure once again* 

by Francis Patrick Callahan - August 1979 
 

And now we are leaving 
to return some day soon 

by air we are going 
we'll be there by noon 

or maybe a little later... 
 

Is this our first parting 
from Erin's green shores? 
When our forebears were sailing, 

or....did we leave then with them 
so that this leaving 

is really a departure again? 
 

Departure once more 
>From Ireland's green shore 

America, my home, Ireland my home! 
I come as I go and I go as I come.. 

 
and so o're the earth as I wearily wander, and so o're the world as I tiredly plod, I wait 
for the call, the call from out Yonder, The call to my true home, the call from my God. 

 
 

*Searching* 
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by Eileen Callahan Werth - April 2006 
 

Wherever we go we look for some traces, 
in eyes, and in hearts and especially in faces, For the families that left long ago o're the 

sea, that make up our fine Irish Callahan tree. 
 

O'Donohue's Pub and O'Callaghan's Strand, The signs do appear all over the land. 
We look for a Flood, we look for a Murray, We look for McCloskey, a Shields and a Farley. 

 
The freckles are there and so are the smiles, We see them all over as we travel the miles, We 

visit the towns and the villages too, To our Irish-ness our souls remain true. 
 
And soon we'll return to the US of A 

And a farewell to Ireland we reluctantly say But wherever we go and wherever we roam, In our 
sentimental souls, Ireland always is home. 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

 
 

 
 
 

 Regina King 
 

   
--------------------------------- 

Yahoo! Mail 
Bring photos to life! New PhotoMail  makes sharing a breeze.  

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Joan Howe [joanhowe@earthlink.net]
Sent: Saturday, March 18, 2006 10:24 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: RE: [TIGS] Happy St. Patrick's Day

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I enjoyed both poems. Thanks, Ellen. 
 

 
> [Original Message] 

> From: <eileenwerth@gmail.com> 
> To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com> 

> Date: 3/17/2006 5:49:54 PM 
> Subject: [TIGS] Happy St. Patrick's Day 

> 
> **Happy St. Patrick's Day -- Thought I'd share 2 genealogy related poems. 
> The first was written by my father when he visited Ireland for the  

> first 
and 

> only time in August 1979 -- he died in July 1980.  The second I wrote  
> last year after a visit. 

> 
> Happy St. Patrick's Day -- Celebrate your wonderfully complicated and   

> colorful Irish heritage! 
> ** 

> -Eileen 
> 
> ** 

> *A Departure once again* 
>   by Francis Patrick Callahan - August 1979 

> 
> And now we are leaving 

> to return some day soon 
> by air we are going 

> we'll be there by noon 
> or maybe a little later... 

> 
> Is this our first parting 
> from Erin's green shores? 

> When our forebears were sailing, 
> or....did we leave then with them 

> so that this leaving 
> is really a departure again? 

> 
> Departure once more 

> >From Ireland's green shore 
> America, my home, Ireland my home! 

> I come as I go and I go as I come.. 
> 
> and so o're the earth as I wearily wander, and so o're the world as I  

> tiredly plod, I wait for the call, the call from out Yonder, The call  
> to my true home, the call from my God. 

> 
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> 
> *Searching* 

>   by Eileen Callahan Werth - April 2006 
> 

> Wherever we go we look for some traces, in eyes, and in hearts and  
> especially in faces, For the families that left long ago o're the sea,  

> that make up our fine Irish Callahan tree. 
> 

> O'Donohue's Pub and O'Callaghan's Strand, The signs do appear all over  
> the land. 

> We look for a Flood, we look for a Murray, We look for McCloskey, a  
> Shields and a Farley. 
> 

> The freckles are there and so are the smiles, We see them all over as  
> we travel the miles, We visit the towns and the villages too, To our  

> Irish-ness our souls remain true. 
> 

> And soon we'll return to the US of A 
> And a farewell to Ireland we reluctantly say But wherever we go and  

> wherever we roam, In our sentimental souls, Ireland always is home. 
> 

> 
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
> Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Kris6851@aol.com
Sent: Saturday, March 18, 2006 10:57 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Happy St. Patrick's Day Poems

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

How lovely to be able to put your emotions to paper.  I should think  that all of us have it 
in us to create a poem about our heritage.  If  anyone else has one please share it with the 

list. 
Kristin Cooney-Ayotte 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: eileenwerth@gmail.com
Sent: Saturday, March 18, 2006 1:09 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Happy St. Patrick's Day Poems

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Thanks Kristin....I don't normally write poems but when I took a trip to Ireland the words 
just poured from my head, travelled through my heart and then to my hand and I wrote several 

poems......no doubt the inspiration came from the spirits of my ancestors. 
 

-Eileen 
 

 
On 3/18/06, Kris6851@aol.com <Kris6851@aol.com> wrote: 

> 
> How lovely to be able to put your emotions to paper.  I should think   
> that all of us have it in us to create a poem about our heritage.  If   

> anyone else has one please share it with the list. 
> Kristin Cooney-Ayotte 

> 
> 

> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
> Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

> 
> 

 
 
-- 

Eileen Callahan Werth 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Kris6851@aol.com
Sent: Monday, March 20, 2006 9:42 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] New Picture on the Website

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Please drop by the TIGS website and check out the new picture.  This  is one of many old time 
pictures I have in my home of Troys history.  My  Dad, John J. Cooney, was a baseball player, 

singer and master of ceremonies at  many local Troy Minstrel Shows.  I thought I would post 
this picture  because, thanks to my Dad, the names of all the people in the picture were  

written on the back. 
Enjoy......and if you have a relative in the picture GREAT!! 

Kristin Cooney-Ayotte 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Donna K. Vaughn [dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2006 7:07 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] New Picture on the Website

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Fan-tastic picture, Kris!!!  I wish I had a picture of my Grandpa Butler playing ball in 
Green Island.  He wouldn't have played against your dad, though, as he was one generation 

earlier. 
 

Thanks for sharing the picture.  It's great when we find one that is actually labeled!  I 
hope someone looking at our site gets a nice surprise and finds their relative there.  

Pictures are what makes it all come alive, for me anyway. 
 

Donna 
 
----- Original Message ----- 

From: <Kris6851@aol.com> 
To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 20, 2006 8:42 PM 
Subject: Re: [TIGS] New Picture on the Website 

 
 

> Please drop by the TIGS website and check out the new picture.  This  is  
> one 

> of many old time pictures I have in my home of Troys history.  My  Dad,  
> John 
> J. Cooney, was a baseball player, singer and master of ceremonies at  many 

> local Troy Minstrel Shows.  I thought I would post this picture  because,  
> thanks 

> to my Dad, the names of all the people in the picture were  written on the  
> back. 

> Enjoy......and if you have a relative in the picture GREAT!! 
> Kristin Cooney-Ayotte 

> 
> 

> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
> http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/  

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Ed Broecker [edward.enteract@rcn.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2006 1:36 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Looking for photo - John B. KEENAN violinist, sister Catherine pianist, he was member 

of S.J.Gleason Hook and Ladder

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I am looking for a photo that will include John B. KEENAN, violinist, who with his sister 
Catherine, a pianist, entertained in the Troy area.  They lived in Watervliet.  He died April 

1, 1902, at age 31 of typhoid in Troy Hospital.   He was also a member of S.J.GLEASON HOOK 
AND LADDER.  His obits from the Troy Daily Press say the members of the S.J.GLEASON HOOK AND 

LADDER (who were also his pallbearers) were: Captain Thomas F. McLaughlin, Thomas F. McMahon, 
Peter J. Murphy, Frank J. Gaughan or Gaugher, William Noller, Joseph Taylor, William Brophy 

and Hugh Neary. 
 

Can anyone help me with a photo. 
 

Ed Broecker, Palos Hills, IL  
 
 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Tim Hooley [THOOLEY@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2006 2:03 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Dorings Band

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Wondering if there any photos from the Dorings band out there. My Great Great Uncle James P. 
Hooley a Drummer with the group from the later part of the 19th century, up until approx. 

1915. Thanks, Tim Hooley 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Ed Broecker [edward.enteract@rcn.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2006 2:08 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Fw: [TIGS] Dorings Band

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Does anyone on the list know if there is someone or some organization in the Troy area that 
is a repository for materials related to musical history there. 

 
Ed Broecker 

 
 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Tim Hooley" <THOOLEY@nycap.rr.com> 

To: <NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2006 12:02 PM 
Subject: [TIGS] Dorings Band 

 
 

> Wondering if there any photos from the Dorings band out there. My Great  
> Great Uncle James P. Hooley a Drummer with the group from the later part  

> of the 19th century, up until approx. 1915. Thanks, Tim Hooley 
> 

> 
> ==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

> Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
> http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
>  

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: OBrien, David [DOBrien@crowell.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2006 2:21 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Year books

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Does anyone know how far back yearbooks for high schools or grade schools in Troy are 
maintained and where to find them?  Thanks 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: KyBrrt@aol.com
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2006 5:12 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Dorings Band

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I have seen some photos of Doring's Band at the Rensselaer County Historical Society located 
at 57 Second Street in Troy. 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: CWald36709@aol.com
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2006 5:20 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Music photo

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I believe, my Michael Fitzpatrick played in a band also, he died in  1948, would love to find 
a photo of him.Here is a little of what I know about  him.  

  
  

Michael was born in the South End of Troy and attended St. Joseph's Church, being graduated 
from St. Joseph's School. For 35 years he resided in the Lansingburg section and was a 

communicant of St. Augustine's Church. He directed several Musical comedies, including the 
famous St. Peter's musical in which Helen Ford, Broadway star got her start. He was a member 

of the Troy City Band and played the piano in Proctor's Theater for several years. He also 
taught piano lesson in his home. He is buried in St. John's  Cemetery 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Kevin Pemrick [kpemrick@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2006 7:29 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: RE: [TIGS] Year books

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I went to Troy High School a few years back and spoke to the librarian and she let me come in 
and look thru all the old year books and make copies. I'm sure Catholic High and La Salle 

have old year books in their library's. I would call them and speak to the librarian. 
 

 
>From: "OBrien, David" <DOBrien@crowell.com> 

>Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

>Subject: [TIGS] Year books 
>Date: Tue, 21 Mar 2006 13:20:44 -0500 
> 

>Does anyone know how far back yearbooks for high schools or grade  
>schools in Troy are maintained and where to find them?  Thanks 

> 
> 

>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
>Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

> 
 

 
 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: KyBrrt@aol.com
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2006 8:27 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Yearbooks

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I would also check with the Troy Public Library and the Rensselaer County Historical Society 
for yearbooks for local schools. 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: ConnorsGenealogy [nymets11@pacbell.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2006 10:40 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Re: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-D Digest V06 #48

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

> I'm sure Catholic High and La Salle have old year books in their  
> library's. I would call them and speak to the librarian. 

 
 

I visited LaSalle last summer when I was in Troy to find my father's  
class.   He was born in 1908 and would have graduated in 1925 or 1926.   

They didn't have them that early, but close, around 1930. 
 

--  
Pat Connors, currently visiting Port Charlotte FL 
http://www.connorsgenealogy.com 

 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Jeanne M. Keefe [keefej@rpi.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2006 10:44 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [TIGS] Dorings Band

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Hi Tim: 
I remember seeing a photos of  Doring's Band at the Rensselaer County Historical Society. You 

can find their contact info at :  
http://www.rchsonline.org/ 

Jeanne 
 

At 01:02 PM 3/21/2006, you wrote: 
>Wondering if there any photos from the Dorings band out there. My Great  

>Great Uncle James P. Hooley a Drummer with the group from the later  
>part of the 19th century, up until approx. 1915. Thanks, Tim Hooley 
> 

> 
>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  

>Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
 

Jeanne M. Keefe 
Visual Resources Librarian 

Architecture Library 
Greene Building, Rm 306 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
110 8th Street, Troy, NY 12180 
Tel: 518-276-2727 

Fax: 518-276-6753 
E-mail: keefej@rpi.edu   

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: OBrien, David [DOBrien@crowell.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2006 11:46 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: RE: [TIGS] Yearbooks

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Thank you 
 

-----Original Message----- 
From: KyBrrt@aol.com [mailto:KyBrrt@aol.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2006 7:27 AM 
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

Subject: [TIGS] Yearbooks 
 

 
I would also check with the Troy Public Library and the Rensselaer 
County  

Historical Society for yearbooks for local schools. 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 
Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Donna K. Vaughn [dkvaughn@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 26, 2006 7:43 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [TIGS] Project Manager

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I am pleased to announce that Bill McGrath has accepted the appointment of Project Manager 
for TIGS.  Which is what he's been been doing, anyway!  And what a fantastic job he 

does...just look at some of the projects on our website! 
 

Thank you, Bill! 
Donna 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: OBrien, David [DOBrien@crowell.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 26, 2006 4:24 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: RE: [TIGS] Year books

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Thanks Kevin.    
 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Kevin Pemrick [mailto:kpemrick@hotmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2006 6:29 PM 
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

Subject: RE: [TIGS] Year books 
 

I went to Troy High School a few years back and spoke to the librarian and she let me come in 
and look thru all the old year books and make copies. 
I'm 

sure Catholic High and La Salle have old year books in their library's. 
I 

would call them and speak to the librarian. 
 

 
>From: "OBrien, David" <DOBrien@crowell.com> 

>Reply-To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 
>To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com 

>Subject: [TIGS] Year books 
>Date: Tue, 21 Mar 2006 13:20:44 -0500 
> 

>Does anyone know how far back yearbooks for high schools or grade  
>schools in Troy are maintained and where to find them?  Thanks 

> 
> 

>==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy  
>Society website http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 

> 
 

 
 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
 

 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== 

Troy Irish Genealogy Society website  
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Ed Broecker [edward.enteract@rcn.com]
Sent: Friday, March 31, 2006 4:29 PM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Fw: [TIGS] Looking for photo - John B. KEENAN violinist, sister Catherine pianist, he was 

member of S.J.Gleason Hook and Ladder

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

I submitted the following query on 3-21 but then fell off the TIGS mailing list, so I don't 
know if anyone responded.  If you did, please send your response again. 

 
I am looking for a photo that will include John B. KEENAN, violinist, who with his sister 

Catherine, a pianist, entertained in the Troy area.  They lived in Watervliet.  He died April 
1, 1902, at age 31 of typhoid in Troy  

Hospital.   He was also a member of S.J.GLEASON HOOK AND LADDER.  His obits  
from the Troy Daily Press say the members of the S.J.GLEASON HOOK AND LADDER (who were also 

his pallbearers) were: Captain Thomas F. McLaughlin, Thomas F. McMahon, Peter J. Murphy, 
Frank J. Gaughan or Gaugher, William Noller, Joseph Taylor, William Brophy and Hugh Neary. 

 
 Can anyone help me with a photo. 
 

Ed Broecker, Palos Hills, IL 
 

 
 

 
==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 
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Frank Ryan

From: Kris6851@aol.com
Sent: Saturday, April 01, 2006 12:27 AM
To: NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: Fw: [TIGS] Looking for photo - John B. KEENAN violinist, sister Catherine...

Categories: GENEALOGY TIGS

Do you know if the S.J. Gleason was a fire house in Troy? or  Watervliet?   
You may have better luck finding a picture of him through a  group picture of his fire 

department. 
Let me ask around for you, my husband is a Troy Fireman (currently in Rome NY re-enacting a 

battle of the French and Indian War) I'll see if he knows where  the firehouse was. 
I'll get back to you.....Kristin 

 
 

==== NY-TROY-IRISH-GENSOC Mailing List ==== Troy Irish Genealogy Society website 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~nytigs/ 


